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Abstract
Background and Objective: As computers and the Internet are broadly
utilized in nearly every region, numerous computerized text data is produced
each day. It becomes a fundamental task to explore and effectively search such
massive data. Themain aimof the present study is to emphasize the recurrence
of topics and identifying main ideas from a popular monthly addressing radio
program Mann Ki Baat by using topic modeling technique. Data and Method:
The present study utilizes the unstructured data of Mann ki Baat from January
2020 to March 2020, collected from the PMINDIA website. This program was
initiated by the Honorable Prime Minister of India, Mr. Narendra Modi. This
examination uses a popular technique Topic modeling based on LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation). Findings: The results show that the method automatically
extracts the main ideas and issues discussed. Besides it provides information
about the most likely topics and themes discussed in each month that left an
impact on people and helped in raising awareness. Novelty: This is a first
study of the application of popular technique topic modelling on Mann ki
Baat. Further, this is the first attempt to extract the ideas discussed in a social
campaign using a statistical model.

Keywords: Unstructured data; preprocessing; topic modelling; latent dirichlet
allocation (LDA); mann ki baat

1 Introduction
Day by day, there is a considerable increment in the advancement of
digitalization, bringing about an enormous collection of a massive volume
of textual data as digital libraries, news stories blog sites, online networking
sites like Twitter, Facebook, and so on (1). The vast amount of data stored
in an unstructured format cannot directly be used for further processing by
computers (2). Consequently, there is a requirement for the adaption of specific
pre-processing methods and algorithms to extract the hidden patterns from
text data. Text Mining is the process of deriving new, previously unknown and
interesting information from text data.There are various textmining approaches
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include topic tracking, topic extraction, summarization, and keyword extraction techniques (3).
Among these approaches, generally in text mining traditional techniques are used for searching information’s or

expressions. Topic modelling is different from a rule-based text mining approach and also provides a brief and quick
overview of the main content consisting of a few words without reading the whole data (4). It is an unsupervised
approach that distributes the entire document automatically into a various number of topics to summarize, organize
and understand the hidden ideas from an extensive collection of text documents in less time (3,5). The significance of
topic modelling is to determine the pattern of word use and to link records that share a similar pattern (6). It presents
a brief overview of the text to the readers more efficiently than document summarization (4). This model illustrates
topics by assuming that each document was formed through some generative process. There are various types of
topic models existing in the literature. Still, among them, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the most powerful
and proven to be very successful when applied to the massive content of text data (7). To extract the most relevant
information from high dimensional data in a concise manner by eliminating all the redundant information quickly
and easily.

Literature suggests that several techniques and algorithms can be used to extract hidden information from a
collection of documents. Some of the studies have experimented with similar ideas and also indicated that there are
various representations of topic models and they are remarkably utilizing this strategy (5,6,8–10). The primary topic
model extensions have also beendeveloped, entailing topicmodels for images and text (11,12), author-topicmodels (13),
author-role -topic models (14), and hidden-Markov topic models for segregating semantic and syntactic topics (10). In
a recent study, sentiment analysis was used to study the impact of theMan ki Baat on Indian citizens (15).This present
study helps to emphasize the recurrence of topics and to identify the main ideas of Mann Ki Baat.

Mann Ki Baat is a popular social Initiative and communication revolution program pioneered by the honorable
prime minister of India, Mr.Narendra Modi (16). This ubiquitous monthly radio address program gained popularity
not only because of its host but also due to its quality in the view of bringing awareness, spreading knowledge and
also enabling people to know about various essential government initiatives and their importance or discussing the
incidents happening across the globe and about its consequences on the masses clearly (17). Given its stupendous
success, there has been ample curiosity to know the recurrence of the topics and standard terms used in his monthly
address to discover the various issues focussed and the reasons it became a sensation in every section of society
within and outside India.

In this study, we used an approach to identify the topics discussed in Mann Ki Baat, which gives the basic hints to
recognize main ideas, themes and their implementation and also to identify the issues that mass of people expecting
to speak. The method associates with Topic modelling based on LDA to analyze the episodes of Mann Ki Baat 2020
and to extract the set of topics discussed in the campaign over time.

2 Materials and methods
This section includes techniques like: Data collection, Pre-processing, topic modelling with LDA.

2.1 Data collection

Data collection and preparation is a significant phase for any substance investigation as the nature of the crude
information has a high impact on the quality of the examination. In general, the organizations of leading political
candidates generate official speech transcripts and make them generously available on their official websites. In
similar, the present study data was downloaded from the PmIndia.gov.in website (https://www.pmindia.gov.in/e
n/mann-ki-baat/). It consists of Mann Ki Baat episodes written speeches. For this analysis, we downloaded three
latest episodes from January to March of 2020. We considered only these three latest episodes to see the reaction of
Indian PM on Covid-19 and other major issues covered or not.

The developed framework is illustrated in Figure 1. Our analysis includes three steps Pre-processing, Topic
Modelling and Post-processing (where the topic model LDA is used). We utilized the LDA technique in the
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topicmodels package and its dependencies in R version 3.4.3 (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria) to
evaluate the results.

Fig 1. Process overview of Topic Modelling for Mann ki Baat

2.2 Pre-Processing

The text data collectedmay consist of a lot of noise andmaybe in a variety of forms from individual words tomultiple
paragraphs consisting of special characters like punctuation marks and numbers etc. Hence, it is necessary to clean
the data for extracting exact hidden information. Pre-processing is a method of resolving such issues, and it involves
the removal of numeric values, removal of stop words, lower case conversion, stemming and tokenization (18,19).
Performing the pre-processing method on high dimensional text documents becomes a difficult task. Hence, this
can be handled by constructing a corpus object available in tm package in R.

install. Packages (”tm”)
docs<-Corpus(DirSource(”path to your folder”))
The algorithmic approach of pre-processing steps is explained in Figure 2 .

Fig 2. Pre-processing Steps of text data
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2.3 Topic modelling

The theory of topic modelling comprises entities namely words, documents and corpora—some definitions of the
topic model including (11,20).

1. It is a type of statistical model that determines the conceptual topics that occur in the collection of documents.
2. It is determined as probabilistic topic models, which refer to a set of statistical algorithms that disclose the

hidden themes in extensive document collection and also to organize, summarize the vast amount of text data.
3. It is recurrently used techniques to discover the hidden semantic structure of text without labels. The topic

consists of a set of words that would appear together in the document more or less frequently

All topic models are based on the same underlying assumption that First, Each document consists of a mixture of
topics. Secondly, each topic consists of a collection of words (20).

The general framework of topic modelling is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig 3. A Topic modelling framework

Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was proposed by Blei in 2003 (11). This procedure considers the document as

a mixture of topics. It is a Generative probabilistic model in which topic probability distribution over a word and
the word with similar probability values lies under one topic (20–22). Most of the studies used LDA as a preferred
method for topic modeling since it works at the document level comprises of many topics. LDA is termed as a
Bayesian probabilistic latent semantic analyzing method in which each item of accumulation is modeled as a finite
mixture over an underlying set of topics (11). The distribution used to attain the distribution of per-document topics
is known as the Dirichlet distribution (23). In the process, the outcomes from Dirichlet are used to allot the terms in
the document to different topics.

Then LDA assumes the following generative process for a Corpus D comprising of M documents, with document
d having Nd words (d ∈ 1,2..M) (11,24,25).

1. Choose a multinomial distribution φ t for topic t (t ∈ (1….K)) from Dirichlet distribution with parameter β .
2. Choose a multinomial distribution θ d for document d (d ∈ (1….M) ) from a Dirichlet distribution with

parameter α .
3. For a word Wn (n ε (1,2… Nd)) in document d.

(a) Select a topic Zn from θ d
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(b) Select a word Wn from φzn

The Graphical model representation of LDA is, as shown in Figure 4 :

Fig 4. Graphical Model representation of LDA

Where
K- Number of topics; N-Number of words in the document
M-Number of documents to analyse; α- Dirichlet -Prior concentration parameter of the per-document topic

distribution
φ(k)-Word distribute on, for topic K; θ (i)-topic distribution for topic i
Z(i,j)- topic assignment for W(i,j) ; W(i,j)-jthword in the ithdocument
φ and θ are Dirichlet distribution, Z, and W are multinomial distribution

In this study, we performed pre-processing steps, the process to perform LDA model for the corpus to determine
the topic models requires the loading of topicmodels packages and its dependencies in R. after that, an optimal
number of topics (K) is determined using a simple harmonic mean method from Martins work to group the
documents based on topics. An LDAmodel of a corpus of 3 episodes returned after 1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling
with K=24 topics (from the simple harmonic mean method), and Dirichlet hyper parameters β=0.1 and α=50/k
producing each document topic distribution (10). The topic distribution created signifies the relation between topic
and document.

3 Results and Discussion
The present study analysed is for three episodes of the Mann Ki Baat campaign by using topic modelling and results
in the form of values and visuals based on data are presented in this section. In this initial analysis, a step was to load
corpus of 3 episodes into the R environment and perform pre-processing steps like lower case conversion, removal
of numeric, punctuation, and so on to clean data. Therefore, to apply the LDA model to determine the topic models,
the necessary step is to determine the optimal number of topics.This is approximated using a simple harmonicmean
method from Martins work and the experimental results are illustrated in Figure 5 :

As the optimal number of topics is determined, then further step is to run the LDA model on the documents.
The total execution time of 3 episodes for 24 topics took nearly half an hour on a standard system. An outcome of
the model is a three by 24 matrix of topic probabilities. The document to each topic with maximum probability was
done in MS excel. Some topic probabilities values of documents have closer values, which indicate the similarity
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of topics besides the whole of 24 topics, only the topics with the highest probability were selected. The document
probability values are presented in Table 1 and the plot of the document probabilities values is shown in Figure 6.
From this Figure 6 topics with the highest probabilities are depicted usually by the top node in the graph plotted and
are presented in Table 2.

Fig 5.Optimal number of topics spoken in Mann Ki Baat 3 episodes of Jan, Feb, Mar2020

Table 1.Document Topic Probability values of 3 episodes of Mann ki Baat 2020
Month Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Jan 0.0224 0.0065 0.0691 0.0128 0.0022 0.0542 0.1307 0.0107
Feb 0.0158 0.2557 0.0171 0.0460 0.0080 0.0145 0.0027 0.0132
Mar 0.0072 0.0048 0.0060 0.0025 0.9174 0.0025 0.0025 0.0048
Month Topic 9 Topic 10 Topic 11 Topic 12 Topic 13 Topic 14 Topic 15 Topic 16
Jan 0.0139 0.0075 0.0595 0.0160 0.0457 0.0638 0.0203 0.0203
Feb 0.0447 0.1639 0.0040 0.0381 0.0158 0.0067 0.0119 0.0538
Mar 0.0036 0.0025 0.0025 0.0048 0.0036 0.0036 0.0025 0.0025
Month Topic 17 Topic 18 Topic 19 Topic 20 Topic 21 Topic 22 Topic 23 Topic 24
Jan 0.0532 0.0139 0.0096 0.0075 0.0595 0.2835 0.0107 0.0065
Feb 0.0211 0.0316 0.0499 0.0971 0.0054 0.0040 0.0316 0.0473
Mar 0.0025 0.0036 0.0048 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0025 0.0025
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Fig 6.Document topic probability graph of 3 episodes of MannKi Baat 2020

Table 2 clearly shows that there are three topics with the highest probability values- topic 22, topic 2 and topic 5
in each month respectively, which shows the close association between documents and each topic, Table 3 shows the
terms in each topic with 20 terms each.

Table 2. Topic and spoken probability for three episodes of Mann Ki Baat in 2020
Month (Topic, Probability)
January (Topic22,0.283528)
February (Topic 2,0.255679)
March (Topic 5,0.917356)

Table 3. Topic and terms of 3 episodes of Mann Ki Baat 2020
January February March
Topic 22 Topic 2 Topic 5
water villag doctor
khelo opportun famili
games women modi
agreement amma yes
particip haat corona
stori recent sir
congratul salman quarantin
game student patient
step age virus
campaign hunar hospit
contribut pride happen
endeavour craft servic
gift kamya chang
brureang yuvika battl
children busi ashok
famili children gupta
issu daughter nitesh
lake technolog nurs

Continued on next page
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Table 3 continued
public employ namast
sport fish feel

4 Conclusion
Topicmodelling plays a significant role in text mining in various fields.The fundamental commitment of our work is
to explore documents comprising more than one topic in a fully programmed way. From these three episodes of the
text data, we would like to quantify legitimately how this method specifically extracting the topics from sentences or
sections. The work concisely coveys and also clearly shows that topic modelling with the LDA algorithm helped us
greatly to derive topic models from the corpus. The results show that honourable PM in the Mann Ki Baat program
addressed the nation covering only the generalized notions of various topics of the country; also, about various vital
initiatives undertaken by the government. Topics such as social life, public life, lifestyle, cleanliness, Covid-19 and
the environmental conversation had been addressed, which helped to spread positivity among the people and left an
impact on them.The analysis also shows that there could bemore focus on topics such as employment opportunities
for the youth, economy, details about the GDP and development schemes. In future work, we would like to apply this
strategy to more challenging textual data, inspect the pattern structure, and find the connection between the words
that represent topics at a granular level.
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